Motion to approve January meeting minutes made by Ali Mathwig and seconded by Heidi Waltz.

Meetings will continue hybrid but hope for more in person attendance. The May meeting date is to be determined.

Updates from BJ Beckham

In the future, the committee would like to have a visual or screenshot of what CPOS will look like. BJ Beckham has no new updates about CPOS. They are in pre-beta phase. Coding has begun. Once updates are available BJ will provide them.

Updates from Brian Dusel

- Navigate is creating a Navigate central authorization sign on step. Similar to Central Authentication Service (CAS) login like SSC, DegreeWorks and so forth but specific for Navigate. So, in case of CAS not working on campus the Navigate login will still be accessible. The username and password will be the same as CAS login.
- Still looking for an update from EAB on students getting an error message when trying to login. Most likely, students are logging in incorrectly with VIP ID. Brian is requesting a custom message when they get that error message to remind them to use their UofSC username.
- Keeping a running log of enhancement/inquiries requests. Updates from previous meetings:
  - Navigate student’s profile has been fixed to show both transfer and institution overall hours, but GPA will remain as institution GPA.
  - Datawarehouse reporting is a daily report pull. Report to pull a list of a student’s previous major/s not available now.
  - Working with Registrar’s Office to suggest enhancements on report fields.
- Questions or issues presented from committee:
  - Datawarehouse advising list by advisor for fall 2022 is not accurate with caseloads.
  - Student pictures not uploading in student profile in SSC but are in Navigate.
    - Browsers such as Chrome and ad blockers may present an issue.

Updates from Claire

Announcement of Director of New Student Orientation, Alison Hughes. She will be joining UofSC March 21. Plan in motion for early transfer advisement with certain colleges. Main questions still linger about what advisement will look like this summer.

Committee concerns/thoughts:

- Seat availability for summer orientation.
- Colleges are hoping advisement mode can fit college needs specifically what it will look like for freshmen.
- Survey data about advisement from past orientation.
• Positive change for Honors college students being able to meet with colleges during Orientation for dual advisement.
• Previous Orientation staff provided great support in the recent years to all colleges.
• TRIO programs had a positive experience in the past years with Orientation.

**Strategic Plan Activity**

Below plans used as resources for strategic plan group activity:

- Virginia Tech Academic Advising Strategic Plan
- University of Texas Rio Grande Valley Strategic Plan
- Re-envisioning Academic Advising at the University of South Carolina

Committee members were split into groups to translate information from previous brainstorming sessions into a draft template.